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A critical component of the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Mission validation strategy involves

use of dual-polarimetric (DP) radar products. To this end, approximately 80 DP radars composed of 65

U.S. operational WSR-88D and numerous international partner DP radars (e.g,. Australia, Brazil, France,

Netherlands) are used with coincident GPM dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR) data in a signficant

expansion of the original TRMM-based “validation network architecture” (VN; Schwaller and Morris,

2011, J.Tech.). GPM VN-radars now cover a geographic domain from the tropics to high mid-latitudes and

were selected for processing based on an attempt to strike a balance between regime sampling, data

processing volume, and data quality (clutter and/or blockage free coverage, if possible). 

 

The VN radar databases are constructed by geometrically locating and volume-matching the intersection

of DP radar range gates and GPM Core satellite Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) rays and

sample bins for the 3-D volume of space located within 100 km of each VN DP radar. The subsequent

database enables robust statistical comparisons to be conducted between GPM Level 2 precipitation

products, VN ground-radar DP moments (Z, ZDR, KDP, PhiDP, RhoHV etc.) and DP-derived precipitation

parameters such as rain and snow intensity, DSD parameters (e.g. Dm, Nw), hydrometeor types, and

variability of these parameters within the matched volumes. Note that VN radar-based DSD and

precipitation rate retrievals are ultimately derived from data collected in numerous GPM-related field

campaign and fixed-site disdrometer observations. 

 

Collectively, the aforementioned precipitation parameters are also identified with, and analyzed based on,

their respective convective-stratiform classification by the GPM DPR algorithm- the large VN-data base

enabling meaningful sample sizes to be drawn from the respective precipitation classes. Indeed, since

GPM launch in early 2014 more than 75,000 volumes of coincident VN DP and GPM DPR radar data and

derived products have been processed and matched. The resultant 3-D database consists of millions of

intersecting precipitation sample volumes, ~75% of which are classified as stratiform, 13% convective, and

12% “other” precipitation types. 

 

This study will present an overview of the 2019 VN architecture, and demonstrate approaches to its use. A

specific science focus will be placed on the interpretation of observed statistical differences between

GPM- and VN-retrieved precipitation properties. The latter will be accomplished via the use of 5+ years of

volume comparisons between the aforemented GPM and VN DP radar products for situations of liquid,

frozen, convective and stratiform precipitation.
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